Festival is a special event which is a public themed celebration based on specific themes. Festival Tourism plays an important role in the current tourism activities. The ancient Egyptians celebrated various festivals throughout the year, some of which were related to the king, others to the Nile and agricultural life, while the majority was related to their gods. The purpose of most of these festivals was to allow the people to behold their gods with their own eyes. This paper aims at investigating some of these festivals in regards to the possibility of revitalizing them as a means of tourists' attraction.To serve the purpose of the study questionnaires were distributed among travel agencies, tourists' authority and tourists. The study revealed that there is a will to organize them from tourists' authority, and a will from travel agencies to involve them in tourists programs. The study ends with suggestions and a special agenda of these festivals throughout the year.
the most important of which seems to be interesting, sometimes exotic culture, presented during the events [14] . Besides, tourists want to attend events of unusual atmosphere, meet people of similar interests, and learn more about the world.
Due to the fact that festivals generate tourist traffic, they have an influence on a number of elements of the surrounding space. In this context, a separate type of space is identified, called tourist space. As festival tourism modifies the physical, social and economic aspect of space, festivals are also the object of study in tourism geography. Currently, in many countries festivals are visibly developing and the significance of festival tourism is rising. At the same time, researchers, even those who represent tourism geography, are not showing any particular interest in these issues [15] .
Festival Tourism plays an important role in the current tourism activities. Most people will especially travel to attend a festival. Therefore, festival tourism activities can be arranged in a reasonable time so that it can help the area be one of top destinations. In the local culture, the Festival Tourism has played an active role to enhance urban functions and shape tourism image to attract tourists [16] .
Festivals contribution to tourism development
Local festivals are increasingly being used as instruments for promoting tourism and boosting the regional economy. This is often reflected on the level of public assistance made available to them. The use of festivals as an instrument for tourism development has gained worldwide momentum in recent years. New festivals have been invented and promoted for the purpose of drawing new visitors to a city or region and increase the demand for local tourism [17] . Successful festivals can help recreate the image of a place or contribute to the exposure of a location trying to get on the tourism map [18] . The strategic placement of a festival in the local tourism calendar can help extend the tourism season [19] . When assessing the effect of the festival as a tourism or economic development tool, the standard approach is to invoke some form of impact analysis. In most instances, this involves estimating an aggregate measure of income and employment change attributable to the festival. Invariably, the results are favourable and are then used to bolster the demand for public support for the festival. Events attract visitors, increase the average consumption and length of stay and affect repeated visits of tourists to a certain destination. Different events have the ability to attract visitors in the low season, thereby increase the usage of capacities and provide additional income from tourism. The event is a specific product because it is held usually once a year and has an unusually strong impact on creating the image of a tourist destination [1] .
The division of events can be made according to the size, form and content. The size of events is usually determined according to the scale of effects related to the attendance, media coverage, infrastructure, cost and alike. Thus, according to their size, events are classified as: mega-events, hallmark-events, major events and local or community events 19 .
The historical importance of the ancient Egyptian festivals

Ancient Egyptian festivals
Egyptians celebrated hundreds of festivals; both local and national at regular intervals, some of them were related to their gods, seen in the festivals of gods Osiris, Isis, Hathor, Amun, Sokar, Thoth and others. Other festivals were political like the Hb-sd festival celebrated by kings after thirty years of rule, coronation of kings, and personal or individual festivals as the annual celebration established by king Ramesses III to honor his victory over the Libyans, and festival of king Amenhotep I for Deir el Medina workforce. There were also seasonal festivals related to the Nile and agriculture as the festival of the Djed pillar that depicted growth and the movement of the sap in the trees as part of rebirth, the festival on the occasion of the annual rising of the Nile, and the harvest festivals. It is worth mentioning that the majority of the previous festivals whether related to gods, kings or the Nile, can include more than one type of festival, for example festivals related to the Nile( seasonal) were also related to gods( religious) like that of the god Osiris, god of agriculture and the god Hapi, god of the Nile. The ancient Egyptian word for festival is Hb the word is followed by the determinative consisting of a primitive-hut standing on a dish. Both are conventional hieroglyphic signs. The latter sign represents an alabaster dish which was used for purification ceremonies, the former represents the frame -work of a rude-hut, made of reeds and supported by a pole in the middle [23] .
Sources and purpose of religious festivals
Some festivals are known only from brief references in letters or graffiti; others are recorded in considerable details in texts and in representations on the walls of temples. Since the earliest times , religious festivals have been held in Egypt ,In the Old Kingdom this is evidenced by the Palermo stone which has a list of the principal religious events during the first five dynasties, among which is the spring festival of Easter , Min and the Hb-sd festival of the pharaoh [24] . Unas funerary pyramid texts of the 5 th dynasty record festive ceremonies that were performed on the 1 st , 6 th , 15 th of every ancient Egyptian month [25] . In the Middle Kingdom, sources of festivals include commemorative Stelae left near the temple of Abydos and the stela of nfr-Hr in Saqqara, papyrus rolls at the site of Il-Lahun, feast lists from Beni Hassan as in the tomb of Xnm-htII [26] . New Kingdom marks the richest in festival sources, the most known is the festival list of Ramesses III at Madinet habu, festival list of Tuthmosis III at Elephantine, Ramesses II's temple at Abydos, inscription of king Tuthmosis III at the temple of Mut at Karnak, Dynasty 19 rock inscriptions from Gebel el Silsila, on the walls of the temple of Luxor, ostracons from Deir el Medina, and later at Dendarah temple, Edfu, Esna, KomOmbo, Philae [27] .
The purpose of most of these festivals was to allow the people to behold their gods with their own eyes and to make mythic traditions assume material reality. Particular images of the gods were carried in portable shrines from the temple sanctuaries and carried through the streets or sailed on the Nile to permit the public to see them and to derive benefits from them that could be received collectively by touching the god or by acquiring images of the gods to evoke the powers of the festival [28, 27] . Also at festivals, questions were asked of the gods -as long as they could be answered by a "yes" or "no". If the bark (in the hands of the priests) tipped towards the petitioner, the answer was as "yes", if it tilted away, the reverse would be interpreted [29] . Thus the function of these festivals was to maintain the essential order of the universe, whereby the gods would grant the conditions necessary for human prosperity in exchange for the requirements of their own existence [30] . Festivals were community affairs, a time for the residents of a village or a town to abandon their daily tasks and come tighter in celebration [31] . Festivals also had important social implications, bringing together people from the surrounding region and reinforcing the popular sense of a religious landscape [32] . [33, 34, 35] ) According to the ancient Egyptians the year was divided into 365 days, distributed among three seasons, every season contained four months, every month 30 days, and the last 5 days of the year, "over the year" were celebrations [36] . It is noteworthy that there were two main divisions of feasts: 1-Feasts of heaven (Hbwnwpt), 2-Seasonal feasts (Hbwtptrw), which is as follows:
Festivals according to the ancient Egyptian calendar (
2.3.1(The Inundation Season) Axt
The First Month Abd 1 AxtDHwty .At the festival of Hapi celebrated at Silseleh in Upper Egypt, the officiating priest (sometimes the king himself) sacrificed a bull and geese and a sealed papyrus roll containing a written command to Hapi to flood at the right degree [37] .
2-The Feast of Ankt (Thuthi 7 -July 25), Originated in southern Egypt and was celebrated as early as 4500-5000B.C.E, the two tributaries that fed flood waters to the Nile were thought to be her arms. During inundation these arms reached out to embrace all Egypt's fields 33 .
3-The festival dedicated to Thoth, (August 3-5) and later the feast of Wag became associated with it (first evidence of this celebration is from the 4 th dynasty). 3-Festivals of Osiris, (from the 27 th to 30 th Khoiak-Nov. [12] [13] [14] [15] , which is the Osiris Mysteries (Isis seeks the body of Osiris, Isis grieves the loss of Osiris, Isis rejoices as she finds Osiris) 33 .
4-The
2.3.2The Peret season prt
The fifth month 
2-
The feast of the valley, it is one of the earliest of the annual festivals at Thebes [38] . Egyptians believed that the cliffs on the west bank of the Nile, was populated by the deceased and protected by Hathor 31 .During the first day of the festival, the procession arrived the necropolis, the musicians made a lot of noise , which enlivened the deceased and caused them to emerge from their tombs to see Amun and to meet with their families. At late day, the procession headed towards Deir el bahri in which Hathor dwelled 31 . During the night, Amun in his ithyphallic form was thought to spend the night with Hathor, their union evoking re-creation and rejuvenation which made the shrine of Deir el bahari a place of pilgrimage for those seeking cures or fertility charms. A lot of people participated, for them the most important aspect was the sensual communication between the living and the dead that took place at the tombs 31 . The last 5 days of the year were festivals for the birthday of 5 gods (July 14-18), those of Osiris, Horus the elder, Seth, Isis and Nephthys. Because of potential danger during this transitional period, Egyptians focused on protective rites for their observances where people drew protective charms of deities and magical figures onto white linen to wear around their necks and in temples, torches were kept lit to drive away evil forces 34 .
Outside the ancient Egyptian annual calendar was an important celebration related to the kings' rejuvenation, which is considered as a political festival, the so called Hb-sd festival celebrated after 30 years of their rule, although evidence shows that it can be celebrated more frequent in a king's life. Also there was personal or individual festivals as the annual celebration that was established by king Ramesses III to honor his victory over the Libyans, and festival of king Amenhotep I for Deir el Medina workforce.
Ancient Egyptian festivals and modern ceremonies (mouleds):
The present day for the annual renewal festival is "Mouled", literally meaning "renewed" birthday. All present-day mouleds (except for Mohammed's and those of his immediate family) are continuation of Ancient Egyptian festivals, camouflaged under Islamic names 25 . The similarities between ancient and present traditions indicate that the modern ceremonies are pre-Islamic and pre-Christian in origin, celebrated at the new or full moon 25 . For example, the first drop that falls into the Nile (Isis tear), to begin the annual flood season, is recognized in northern Cairo as "Mouled el Embabi" 25 . Also at the end of the wag festival, which signifies that the river Nile has risen to its greatest height or nearly so, a same festival / Mouled continues to be celebrated at the same time called "Mar Barsoum el Rayan Festival" or "Mohammed Barsoum Festival" 25 . As an extension of the ancient Egyptian traditions, numerous mouleds are held throughout Egypt during the Easter holy week by the Egyptians Sufis, one of these events is the annual mouled of Abu-Hareera, which is held in Giza 25 .
The proposal for revitalizing three festivals
As explained previously, most of the festivals related to the gods are similar in regards to the idea of the removal of the statues of the gods from the sanctuary of a temple, to the outside of the temple, carried by priests in special barks to be seen by the people. Transported, whether in land or the Nile mass of people presented special offerings in a ceremonial atmosphere. As a result researchers found it appropriate to focus on three different festivals to present diversity in the celebrations, as follows: The Opet-festival
It was the longest in celebration in the Theban festival calendar and was apparently considered the most important [39] . It was celebrated during the second month of the inundation season. In this festival , Amun's statue was taken out of its temple in Karnak and placed on a sacred gilded barge decorated with heads of rams , the barge was tied to sailing ships towed by a crew of men travelling upstream about 1 mile to Amun's other temple at Luxor , where it remained there for days . When the statue returned to Karnak, a similar procession and festival took place. In later times, a second barge was added which transported the statues of Amun's wife Mut and their child Khonsu 29 . In earlier celebrations of this festival, the statues of the gods proceeded down the avenue of the sphinxes that connect the two temples stopping at specially constructed chapels en route 39 .
Osiris festival
His murder and resurrection were dramatically recreated by the temple staff in the temple of Abydos, where massive crowds made their way to Abydos to witness the great spectacle 29 . The legend of Osiris relates to Osiris, who was a good king of Egypt; he was married to his sister Isis. Osiris taught the people agriculture and civilized them. Out of jealousy, his evil brother Seth, during a feast shut him into a wooden chest and casted it into the Nile. According to some accounts, Osiris was drowned, according to others; Seth cut Osiris body into pieces. The goddess Isis and Nephtys, according to the version of the myth of Plutarch, was found in Byblos. Seth stole the body and cut it into pieces and spread it all over Egypt. Isis discovered the parts and by the help of Anubis, became mummified. By a miracle Osiris impregnates Isis and she gave birth to Horus who grows up and avenged his father [40] . This festival is known from Middle Kingdom texts , as the Ikhernofret Stela and a great number of private stelae also the rooftop chapels of the temple of Hathor at Dendara provides a full account of this festival 31 . Festivals of Osiris were enacted for more than two thousand years, from Middle Kingdom to Roman era 31 . The Koiak festivals were celebrated throughout the country and was not restricted to those sites originally linked to the myth 31 . The public participated in the festivals of Osiris through their observation of the procession and through the creation and manipulation of images of the mummiform god. These images were made of variety of materials but most commonly of soil symbolizing the fertility of the land 31 .
The Hb-sd festival
The five day celebration of the 30 th year of a pharaoh's reign was depicted in the step pyramid of Djeser in Saqqara, in the southern tomb area. Djeser was portrayed running a race, being crowned, sitting on the throne of Lower Egypt, and then to the throne of Upper Egypt, dispensing gifts to the local priesthoods. The Hb-sd demonstrated a ruler's vigor after three decades 28 . The court for the sd festival at Saqqara has 2 B-shaped platforms which were turning marks for the king's ritual run. Further to the east stands the sd-court, lined on the east and west with three chapels emblematic of shrines of the north, the south and a combined form. The ornate chapels are counterfeit, made only for the soul of the deceased king to enact the as-ceremony [41] .
Thus these three festivals were chosen for the following reasons;
1-The three festivals are well known festivals in ancient Egypt.
2-
The three festivals represent different celebration details.
3-The three festivals are related to different places (even though the Hb-sd is not related to a specific place but researchers aim to revitalize it in Saqqara taking benefit of the Hb-sd court in the step pyramid complex).Thus we have 3 different places: Thebes/ Luxor (Opet festival) -Abydos (Osiris festival) -Saqqara (Hb-sd festival), Two locations in the south and one in the north, which are appropriate for tourists attraction. Also these 3 locations are already included in tourists programs in Egypt.
4-
The documents relating to these three festivals are plenty and detailed, compared to other festivals that have little information. So it is easy to revitalize them, returning to the sources.
5-
The three festivals could be revitalized easily with controlled expenses, as for the two festivals of Osiris (the play) and the Hb-sd ceremony are limited to Abydos temple and the step pyramid complex that could be organized in the form of an open theatre for audience. In the case of the Opet festival, it also includes a limited area of celebration compared to other festivals. The Opet festival as explained previously, includes a distance of around 2 Kms (by comparing the distance of a festival like the festival of the sacred marriage of Horus and Hathor, between Dandara and Edfu, or even the feast of the valley, between the east and west bank of Thebes, and then between the bank of the river and the sites which needs various transportations and expenses). Thus, the Opet festival is appropriate for tourists on foot either by watching the ceremony live or on huge screens along the way between Karnak and Luxor temples with commentary like in the sound and light shows.
6-
The three festivals events could be organized in 3 different timings of the year for tourists attraction, especially that originally 2 of them at least have different timings: The Opet festival was celebrated as stated before during the second month of the inundation (estimated in September), while the festivals of Osiris were held in the fourth month of the inundation (estimated in November). The hb-sd festival was not related to a specific timing but could be organized in March or April, so that we could have a wider festival agenda for tourists.
The proposed idea for the Opet-festival:
Place; At Luxor, in Karnak and Luxor temples.
Date; September, (according to original date).
Duration; If possible during a week, 3 hours daily every afternoon (4 to 7).
The proposed ceremony; starting point (gathering point) at Karnak temple, where guides are asked to explain the festival in different languages so that the tourists have an idea of what they are going to see. The crowd will be directed towards the avenue of the sphinxes that connected the Karnak temple with Luxor temple. At the avenue of the sphinxes, huge screens are proposed to display the procession of carrying the sacred barks with the sacred statues with sound effects and little commentary. A second stop is proposed in the temple of Luxor, explaining the rest of the procession.
The proposed idea for the festival-play of Osiris:
Place 
3-Methodology of the study
After displaying the historical importance of the ancient Egyptian festivals and the proposal of three festivals, the next part will identify the problem of the study, its aims. An exploratory study was conducted to know opinions of travel agencies, Tourists Authority and tourists in relation to the possibility of the application of the aims of the study.
Problem of the study
Egypt is an important destination, it attracted millions of tourists yearly, and unfortunately this was highly affected lately due to the political changes. This led to the idea of attracting tourists again by innovations in touristic programs to Egypt by including festivals as a main tourists' destination .Connecting other tourists' destinations in the country with festivals can similarly lead to tourists attraction and increase the number of tourists.
Aims of the study
This paper aims at:
3.2.1-Drawing attention to the touristic and historical importance of festivals.
3.3.2-Proposing an idea of revitalizing three of these festivals.
3.2.3-Drawing attention of travel agencies to involve festivals as a main tourist attraction.
3.2.4-Investigating the possibility of considering festivals as a main tourist attraction.
3.2.5-Focusing on the important role of tourists authority in organizing festivals.
Data collecting:
This research depended on two types of data, the first provided by books and articles, and the second by three designed questionnaires distributed among: travel agencies, Tourists Authority (Ministry of Tourism, General authority for tourism promotion), and tourists. The level of agreement or disagreement with a given item is rated on a five-point Likert scale. The questionnaires were approved by a group of seven members of experts and academics. The 1 st questionnaire was destined to travel agencies that have web-sites , it was divided into five main parts as follows: The first part includes the travel agencies opinion of depending on festival events as a main tourist attraction (travel agencies opinion regarding festival events in general as a main tourist attraction, the possibility of depending on festival events in Egypt as a main tourist attraction and including festival events in the touristic agenda in Egypt ). The second part includes travel agencies opinion of involving festival events in tourists programs (Travel agencies could organize special programs to attend festival events and could include festival events in touristic programs in Egypt).The third part included the information of the travel agencies concerning festivals (Travel agencies have sufficient information concerning ancient festivals, information concerning timing of these festivals and places). The fourth part includes the expectations of travel agencies to the role provided by the tourist authority in organizing the events and providing facilities and promotion needed for these events to involve them in a yearly tourist agenda in Egypt (Tourist authority role in regards to the promotion of festival events and to facilities needed for such events). The fifth part includes the expectations of travel agencies to the impact of festivals on tourists (I expect that tourists who participate in festival events will re-participate another time and I expect that tourists who participate in festival events will advise others to participate).The 2 nd questionnaire was destined to tourist authority in Egypt to stand on their opinion concerning the possibility of depending on festival events as a main tourist attraction and their cooperation and contribution to these events. The questionnaire included the same five parts of the previous questionnaire but destined to the tourist authority. The 3 rd questionnaire was destined to tourists who dealt with travel agencies before to ask them if they are interested in such events and if they are willing to return to participate in case of organizing them and encouraging others to do the same (almost the same sentences that are shown in the previous questioners).
Sample of the Study
The sample included three categories: Tourists Authority (Ministry of Tourism-The General Association for Tourism Promotion), travel agencies with Web-Sites and tourists. The Questionnaires were distributed through e-mails to Tourists Authority and travel agencies and were destined to decision makers (managers).The questionnaires were distributed among 30 travel agencies with Web-Sites (2 Managers in every agency except two agencies had 1 decision maker). A total of 58 questionnaires all returned with a percentage of (100%). In regards to Tourists Authorities, 5 questionnaires were distributed among decision makers in the Ministry of Tourism in Cairo, besides 18 questionnaires distributed among 18 Associations for tourists promotion all over Egypt with 100% reply. Tourists' questionnaires were distributed through e-mails by travel agencies among a random sample of tourists who dealt with these agencies before. 275 questionnaires were distributed among tourists, where only 206 were responded, with a percentage of 75%.
Limits of the Study
The study included only travel agencies with Web-sites, and only tourists who dealt with these agencies before through e-mails (tourists who came to Egypt before to be able to know what to expect). The questioners were distributed between 10 th May2013 till 10 th September 2014. Table 1 shows that there is significant differences concerning the opinion of travel agencies and tourists authority about festivals as a main tourist attraction, where P value<0.05. That means that both travel agencies and tourists' authority are enthusiastic for the idea of festivals in attracting tourists, but could not depend on it as a main tourist attraction. Through comparing the averages, clear is the positive attitude of Tourists Authority , where the average reached 2.65 and 2.33 consequently. Regarding the festivals as a main tourist attraction, the sample of travel agencies showed concern in adopting this attitude. Also this positive attitude from Tourists Authority appeared in including festivals in touristic agenda in Egypt, where the average reached 3.65, which indicates acceptance to adopt this attitude in the future. The table shows that there is no significant difference between the opinion of tourists' authority and travel agencies, sample of the study concerning organizing special programs for festivals or including them in an already organized program. But comparing the averages, revealed a higher positive attitude of Tourists Authority and Travel agencies in including festivals in an already organized program where the averages reached 3.81, 3.80 Respectively regarding information concerning historical background or timing or place of these festivals , there is no significant difference between Tourists Authority and travel agencies , the evident lack of sufficient information about festivals would require a group of specialists in history and training of guides. In relation to the role of Tourists Authority in organizing these events, there is no significant difference between travel agencies and Tourists Authority, both showed a positive attitude towards promotion of festivals,and providing facilities and other services. Finally, the table shows that there are no significant differences between the opinions of Tourists Authority and travel agencies concerning the impact of festivals in attracting tourists and recommending it to others, a matter which will lead to the increase of number of tourists visiting Egypt. An evaluation was done in regards to tourists' opinion of festival-events as a main tourist attraction. Descriptive analysis was used to give an insinuation to travel agencies and Tourists Authority about the extent to which the tourists accept the idea of festivals as a main tourist attraction. Table 2 also shows that it is possible to depend on festivals as a main tourists attraction, where the average of those who accepted the idea was 3.28, but there was a concern regarding the role of travel agencies and Tourists Authority in organizing such events. This requires a great effort from Tourists Authority to gain tourists credibility, especially that a lot of the sample was positive in attending these festivals and in case of their success recommending it to others. Additionally it will require continuous renovations of these festivals and benefit from others who have experience in the management of these festivals. Regression Analysis was used to understand what factors had the highest impact on the success of festivals as a main tourist attraction. Table 3 reveals that the most important factor for the success of the idea of this study in the tourists questionnaires is the adoption of the main idea of the study which is depending on the festivals as a main tourists attraction, since the significant level was .001, and t-test 5.3 , these values confirm the acceptance of Tourists Authority and tourists of the idea, in spite of the concern of travel agencies. The factor of "Tourists Authority role in organizing festival events", showed the same importance of the idea of this study. This shows the great effort expected from Tourists Authority in organizing these events. The information factor came in the 3 rd place, followed by the factor of organizing travel agencies programs mainly for festivals or as part of already organized programs. This also shows that tourists are ready to attend such festivals whether it was part of a program or as a main tourist program.
4-Results of the study
Data analysis
Conclusion and Suggestions
From this study, clear is the importance of the festivals and the role it can play in attracting tourists. As mentioned there are plenty of ancient Egyptian festivals that are worth studying and this paper attempted to propose the revitalization of only three as a start to draw attention to other festivals. But in order to accomplish this, a lot of effort is expected from Tourists Authority and travel agencies. Thus, a group of recommendations is suggested to help the tourism situation in Egypt. The recommendations are divided into two groups: the first to travel agencies and the second to Tourists Authority.
Recommendations to Travel Agencies:
-The necessity of continuous renovations in touristic programs as the new program of festival events.
-Accepting some risks in adopting new ideas for attracting tourists and involving these ideas in programs.
-Travel Agencies should provide itself with sufficient information concerning festivals, whether historical information or timing and places of these festivals with the aid of specialists in the field.
-Cooperate with Tour guides in regard to details concerning the organization of these festivals and including them in tourists programs.
-Travel Agencies should recommend tour guides to provide themselves with historical information needed for these festivals -Travel Agencies are recommended to organize training programs for its employees involved with marketing, Programs-Planners, and tour guides to provide them with all sufficient information about festival events before including them in the tourists programs.
-Importance of communication with Tourists Authority to provide a high level of service.
-Collaboration with Tourists Authority and Governorate to inform them through tourists' feedback of the facilities and services needed for improving these festivals.
--Benefit from tour guides who could be a valuable feedback for the success of these festivals.
Recommendations to Tourists Authority:
-Providing all necessary help for travel agencies to adopt new ideas.
-Providing all necessary facilities for organizing these festivals to reach the required level for tourists and travel agencies.
-Organizing programs for the promotion of festivals as a main tourist's attraction.
-Gathering sufficient information about these festivals and the study of revitalizing more in case of their success.
-Involving these festivals in the touristic agenda of Egypt and in promotion books and pamphlets of the Ministry of Tourism and the General Association for Promoting tourism.
-Cooperation with all authorities and Ministries involved as the Ministry of Culture and the Governorates.
-Collaboration with travel agencies in organizing training programs and increasing awareness of locals concerning these festivals.
-Involving tour guides and locals as part of festival organization to gain their support to improve these festivals.
